Introduction
In Standard Norwegian and Swedish, predicative adjectives always follow both the copula and the main verb, both in simple and complex tenses, as exemplified below with a sentence with the copula bli 'become' in the perfect tense, see (1) and (2). Word order in the examples was chosen to show that the order is independend of V2.
(1) Kaffen er blitt kald / *kald blitt (Nor.)
coffee.DEF is become cold / cold become
'The coffee has become cold'
(2) Kaffet har blivit kallt / *kallt blivit (Swe.)
The order between a predicative adjective and the copula verb does not differ between main and embedded clauses, see Faarlund et al. (1997:748) for Norwegian and Teleman et al. (1999:4:18) for Swedish. This is shown in (3) and (4). This rule is the same also with modal auxiliaries, i.e. the predicative adjective cannot intervene between the modal auxiliary and the non-finite verb.
However, in some non-standard varieties of Scandinavian, a predicative adjective may be placed before the copula verb in embedded clauses, and before the main verb(s) in a main clause. Both possibilities were tested in the ScanDiaSyn survey across Norwegian and Swedish dialects.
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Results

Nordic Syntax Database (NSD)
In the NSD, the placement of a predicative adjective between the copula and the main verb has been tested in a main clause containing an active participle, see (5). 
Nordic Dialect Corpus (NDC)
The placement of a predicative adjective between the copula and the main verb is by no means frequent, but it is certainly attested in the NDC. All of the three places, where it is found, are located in Central
Norway (in the provinces of Sogn og Fjordane, Oppland, and Nord-Trøndelag), as shown on Map 2. The attested examples are given in (6) -(8). (White = places of attestation).
As can be seen from the results above, the word order predicative adjective -copula in embedded clauses and the order copula -predicative adjective -main verb in main clauses is still attested in a few
Norwegian dialects. It is however not found in the Swedish dialects, one of the reasons probably being the small corpus and the infelicitous test sentence (#613) that may be rejected by the Swedish-speaking informants due to independent reasons (cf. Section 2.1 above). The acceptance of the pattern among the informants is limited to a number of Norwegian locations. The judgements from the NSD seem to correlate well with the spontaneous data from the NDC. There are only few examples in the corpus, but they come from areas excepted given the results from the NSD.
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Discussion
Age variation in the NDS and the NDC
The placement of a predicative adjective between the copula and the main verb is more often accepted by older than by younger informants in the NSD; cf. Map 4 (younger speakers) and Map 5 (older speakers) below. Among older informants, the construction is not only accepted in a higher number of Norwegian locations than generally, but it is also judged as grammatical by the Swedish informants from the province of Västergötland (Floby) . The reason that the tested sentence gets a medium score in some location is that older and younger speakers make different judgements.
In the NDC, the postpredicative copulas are almost exclusively produced by older speakers, with one exception: a younger woman in Northern Norway (Mo i Rana in Nordland) who produces the sentence in (10) above.
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Theoretical issues and the historical developement
The order predicative adjective -verb is found both in main and in embeded clauses. then have we neither never enemies been 'Nor have we then ever been enemies.' (Hróarsdóttir 1996:98) Following Hróarsdóttir (1996) (Levander 1909:122) As for postpredicative copulas in the embedded clauses, these are quite frequently attested in the older stages of many Scandinavian dialects, just to mention the folowing Norwegian dialects: Tromsø (Iversen 1918:81) , Salten (Brekke 2000:152) , Kristiansand (Johnson 1942:162-163) , Stavanger (Svendsen 1931:138) , and Oppdal (Haugen 1982:156) . Iversen (1957) claims that the pattern is common in
Norwegian dialects in general. The same pattern is known from Övdalian. An example from the dialect of Oppdal is shown in (16a), and an Övdalian one in (16b).
(16) a. Hainn såmm såkkå va. (Nor.)
he that guilty was 'He that was guilty.' (Haugen 1982:156) b. Dier djär so, dier so gamblest irå. (Övd.) they do so they who oldest are 'They, who are oldest, do like that.' (Levander 1909:122) The origin of the pattern in (15) can be threefold: (1) Stylistic Fronting, (2) final placement of the verb in embedded clauses, and (3) OV. It is difficult to determine what construction have given rise to it, and therefore the most probable hypothesis is that all of them have interfused into the structure shown in (16). This is supported by the diachronic data: for Swedish, we know that the OV word order becomes a peripheral phenomenon during the 18 th century (Magnusson Petzell 2011:178) , while final placement of the verb is still attested in the second half of the 17 th century (Magnusson Petzell 2011:164-165) , and that
